The author examines the career passing statistics of Tom Brady (2000 to present), quarterback for the New England Patriots of the National Football League (NFL). In the categories of completions, attempts, completion percentage, passing yards, yards per attempt, touchdowns, and interceptions, there is no evidence of decline in per game averages since 2008 (when he tore his ACL) relative to his seven seasons as a starter before 2008. Moreover, there is no evidence of any statistically discernible performance change in his most recent four seasons as a starter relative to the three prior seasons. His consistency based on the coefficient of variation in games won is marginally better than his consistency in games lost, with one notable exception. Tom Brady's interceptions per game were more consistent during losses than they were during wins.
Introduction
Since joining the New England Patriots of the National Football League (NFL) in 2000, quarterback Tom Brady has played in 253 games (through the 2017 regular season) with 251 starts. As a starter, he has passed for 66,107 yards. If we laid the distances of every one of his 5623 completed passes as a starter in that span end to end, they would cover close to 38 miles. 1 The A common measure of relative variability or consistency is the coefficient of variation (hereafter abbreviated CV), namely, the standard deviation divided by the mean. The smaller the CV, that is, the smaller the standard deviation is relative to the mean, the more consistent Brady's performance.
For an example of the potential usefulness of the CV, in the women's gymnastics individual all-around competition at the 2012 Summer Olympics in London, Russian Aliya Mustafina and American Aly Raisman tied for third with 59.566 points apiece. However, Mustafina took the bronze after each gymnast's lowest score was dropped and their three remaining scores were combined. Mustifina :
against the two-tailed alternative: we will compare his CV in wins and losses for 1) through 7) above. Table 1 summarizes the results of the two-tailed t-tests on the difference between means, before and after his ACL tear in 2008, an injury that cost him the remaining fifteen regular season games that year. The results reported in Table 1 indicate that the differences in means between 2001-2008 and 2009-2017 are all statistically discernible (using α = 0.10). Brady's numbers in the seven selected categories are uniformly better after 2008 than they were before. The most notable differences are more completions, more attempts, and more passing yards.
The Results
Over the last nine seasons, Brady threw fewer interceptions per game compared to his first seven full seasons in the NFL.
If the physical talents of more senior players are on the wane, then one might expect Brady's averages between 2014 and 2017 to be lower than they were between 2011 and 2013. Surprisingly, the results in Table 2 show no statistical differences in his averages between the two periods. In three of the seven categories:
completion percentage, touchdowns and interceptions per game, his averages were marginally (but not statistically) better in the more recent four-year period. 
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in games won and lost. Tom Brady averaged close to one more touchdown and one less interception per game in games won than in games lost. Surprisingly, Tom Brady's interceptions per game were more consistent during losses than they were during wins based on the CVs of the two distributions.
Concluding Remarks
Since joining the New England Patriots of the NFL in 2000, Tom Brady has become one of the greatest quarterbacks in NFL history. The results presented here show that his averages (completions, attempts, completion percentage, passing yards, yards per attempt, touchdowns, and interceptions per game) show no evidence of decline since 2008 (when he tore his ACL). In fact, they are clearly superior to what they were before 2008. And, as of this writing, over the last four seasons of his career (2014 through 2017), his averages have not declined relative to the three seasons before 2014. In games won, Brady is more consistent than in games lost, with one notable exception. Curiously, Brady's interceptions per game were more consistent during losses than they were during wins.
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